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Collins New GCSE Maths Homework Books are excellent companions to Collins New GCSE Maths Student Books.
Following the familiar structure and layout of the Student Book, the Homework Book provides extensive practice of all the
elements of the new curriculum at Grades G to C to ensure that your students achieve the best grades in mathematics.
Collins New GCSE Maths EDEXCEL Linear Homework Book Foundation 1 is written by experienced teachers and
examiners, and provides comprehensive practice for all the topics covered in Collins New GCSE Maths EDEXCEL Linear
Student Book Foundation 1. It fully supports your students in learning the new 2010 GCSE Maths EDEXCELspecification
and will ensure that they achieve the best grades: * Provide excellent additional practice for all topics covered in the
Student Book with brand-new questions not found in the Student Book * Enable students to assess their own progress
through each chapter with familiar colour-coded grades in every exercise * Extend students' thinking and problem-solving
skills with open-ended investigative tasks at the end of every chapter * Assess students' work with answers to homework
questions conveniently located in Collins New GCSE Maths [EDEXCEL Linear Teacher's Pack Foundation 1 * Give
students easy reference to the clear explanations and examples in their textbooks with a free CD-ROM of Collins New
GCSE Maths EDEXCEL Linear Student Book Foundation 1 with every Homework Book
This brand-new, comprehensive preparation guide is designed for prospective teachers studying for the Praxis II:
Mathematics: Content Knowledge (5161) and the Praxis II: Mathematics: Pedagogy (0065). Each chapter targets a
specific exam section and divides topics and practice questions logically and effectively, so students can get the most out
of their study time.
Proper Orthogonal Decomposition Methods for Partial Differential Equations evaluates the potential applications of POD
reduced-order numerical methods in increasing computational efficiency, decreasing calculating load and alleviating the
accumulation of truncation error in the computational process. Introduces the foundations of finite-differences, finiteelements and finite-volume-elements. Models of time-dependent PDEs are presented, with detailed numerical
procedures, implementation and error analysis. Output numerical data are plotted in graphics and compared using
standard traditional methods. These models contain parabolic, hyperbolic and nonlinear systems of PDEs, suitable for
the user to learn and adapt methods to their own R&D problems. Explains ways to reduce order for PDEs by means of
the POD method so that reduced-order models have few unknowns Helps readers speed up computation and reduce
computation load and memory requirements while numerically capturing system characteristics Enables readers to apply
and adapt the methods to solve similar problems for PDEs of hyperbolic, parabolic and nonlinear types
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Our mission: to make math a fun part of kids' everyday lives. We all know it's wonderful to read bedtime stories to kids,
but what about doing math? Many generations of Americans are uncomfortable with math and numbers, and too often we
hear the phrase, "I'm just not good at math!" For decades, this attitude has trickled down from parents to their kids, and
we now have a culture that finds math dry, intimidating, and just not cool. Bedtime Math wants to change all that. Inside
this book, families will find fun, mischief-making math problems to tackle—math that isn't just kid-friendly, but actually kidappealing. With over 100 math riddles on topics from jalapeños and submarines to roller coasters and flamingos, this
book bursts with math that looks nothing like school. And with three different levels of challenge (wee ones, little kids, and
big kids), there's something for everyone. We can make numbers fun, and change the world, one Bedtime Math puzzle at
a time.
This book outlines the findings and suggestions of the Law and Society Association’s International Research
Collaborations, which focused on the African Union’s Agenda 2063. This outlined the ideal Africa aspired to by the year
2063: ‘the Africa we want’. The authors examine socio-economic rights issues and their impact on developing a strong
educational agenda that can drive Africa to realize Agenda 2063. As Africa’s development has remained slow in the face
of many challenges, the need to embrace good governance, rule of law and human rights obligations are major tools to
realize the continent’s potential. The project focuses in particular on the central place of education law and policy in
achieving the goals of Agenda 2063.
Geometry for Naval Architects is the essential guide to the principles of naval geometry. Formerly fragmented throughout
various sources, the topic is now presented in this comprehensive book that explains the history and specific applications
of modern naval architecture mathematics and techniques, including numerous examples, applications and references to
further enhance understanding. With a natural four-section organization (Traditional Methods, Differential Geometry,
Computer Methods, and Applications in Naval Architecture), users will quickly progress from basic fundamentals to
specific applications. Careful instruction and a wealth of practical applications spare readers the extensive searches once
necessary to understand the mathematical background of naval architecture and help them understand the meanings
and uses of discipline-specific computer programs. Explains the basics of geometry as applied to naval architecture, with
specific practical applications included throughout the book for real-life insights Presents traditional methods and
computational techniques (including MATLAB) Provides a wealth of examples in MATLAB and MultiSurf (a computeraided design package for naval architects and engineers) Includes supplemental MATLAB and MultiSurf code available
on a companion site
This is a comprehensive exposition of topics covered by the American Mathematical Society’s classification “Global
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Analysis , dealing with modern developments in calculus expressed using abstract terminology. It will be invaluable for
graduate students and researchers embarking on advanced studies in mathematics and mathematical physics. This book
provides a comprehensive coverage of modern global analysis and geometrical mathematical physics, dealing with topics
such as; structures on manifolds, pseudogroups, Lie groupoids, and global Finsler geometry; the topology of manifolds
and differentiable mappings; differential equations (including ODEs, differential systems and distributions, and spectral
theory); variational theory on manifolds, with applications to physics; function spaces on manifolds; jets, natural bundles
and generalizations; and non-commutative geometry. - Comprehensive coverage of modern global analysis and
geometrical mathematical physics - Written by world-experts in the field - Up-to-date contents
GCE O Level Examination Past Papers with Answer Guides: Maths India EditionFoundation Books
Housed on the campus of the University of Michigan in Ann Arbor, the University Musical Society is one of the oldest
performing arts presenters in the country. A past recipient of the National Medal of Arts, the nation’s highest public
artistic honor, UMS connects audiences with wide-ranging performances in music, dance, and theater each
season.Between 1987 and 2017, UMS was led by Ken Fischer, who over three decades pursued an ambitious campaign
to expand and diversify the organization’s programming and audiences—initiatives inspired by Fischer’s overarching
philosophy toward promoting the arts, “Everybody In, Nobody Out.” The approach not only deepened UMS’s
engagement with the university and southeast Michigan communities, it led to exemplary partnerships with distinguished
artists across the world. Under Fischer’s leadership, UMS hosted numerous breakthrough performances, including the
Vienna Philharmonic’s final tour with Leonard Bernstein, appearances by then relatively unknown opera singer Cecilia
Bartoli, a multiyear partnership with the Royal Shakespeare Company, and artists as diverse as Yo-Yo Ma, Jawole Willa
Jo Zollar, Elizabeth Streb, and Nusrat Fateh Ali Khan. Though peppered with colorful anecdotes of how these successes
came to be, this book is neither a history of UMS nor a memoir of Fischer’s significant accomplishments with the
organization. Rather it is a reflection on the power of the performing arts to engage and enrich communities—not by
handing down cultural enrichment from on high, but by meeting communities where they live and helping them preserve
cultural heritage, incubate talent, and find ways to make community voices heard.
MATLAB for Neuroscientists serves as the only complete study manual and teaching resource for MATLAB, the globally
accepted standard for scientific computing, in the neurosciences and psychology. This unique introduction can be used to
learn the entire empirical and experimental process (including stimulus generation, experimental control, data collection,
data analysis, modeling, and more), and the 2nd Edition continues to ensure that a wide variety of computational
problems can be addressed in a single programming environment. This updated edition features additional material on
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the creation of visual stimuli, advanced psychophysics, analysis of LFP data, choice probabilities, synchrony, and
advanced spectral analysis. Users at a variety of levels—advanced undergraduates, beginning graduate students, and
researchers looking to modernize their skills—will learn to design and implement their own analytical tools, and gain the
fluency required to meet the computational needs of neuroscience practitioners. The first complete volume on MATLAB
focusing on neuroscience and psychology applications Problem-based approach with many examples from neuroscience
and cognitive psychology using real data Illustrated in full color throughout Careful tutorial approach, by authors who are
award-winning educators with strong teaching experience
Applied Dimensional Analysis and Modeling provides the full mathematical background and step-by-step procedures for
employing dimensional analyses, along with a wide range of applications to problems in engineering and applied science,
such as fluid dynamics, heat flow, electromagnetics, astronomy and economics. This new edition offers additional workedout examples in mechanics, physics, geometry, hydrodynamics, and biometry. Covers 4 essential aspects and
applications: principal characteristics of dimensional systems, applications of dimensional techniques in engineering,
mathematics and geometry, applications in biosciences, biometry and economics, applications in astronomy and physics
Offers more than 250 worked-out examples and problems with solutions Provides detailed descriptions of techniques of
both dimensional analysis and dimensional modeling
With applications ranging from medical diagnostics to environmental monitoring, molecular sensors (also known as
biosensors, chemical sensors, or chemosensors), along with emerging nanotechnologies offer not only valuable tools but
also unlimited possibilities for engineers and scientists to explore the world. New generation of functional microsystems
can be designed to provide a variety of small scale sensing, imaging and manipulation techniques to the fundamental
building blocks of materials. This book provides comprehensive coverage of the current and emerging technologies of
molecular sensing, explaining the principles of molecular sensor design and assessing the sensor types currently
available. Having explained the basic sensor structures and sensing principles, the authors proceed to explain the role of
nano/micro fabrication techniques in molecular sensors, including MEMS, BioMEMS, MicroTAS among others. The
miniaturization of versatile molecular sensors opens up a new design paradigm and a range of novel biotechnologies,
which is illustrated through case studies of groundbreaking applications in the life sciences and elsewhere. As well as the
techniques and devices themselves, the authors also cover the critical issues of implantability, biocompatibility and the
regulatory framework. The book is aimed at a broad audience of engineering professionals, life scientists and students
working in the multidisciplinary area of biomedical engineering. It explains essential principles of electrical, chemical,
optical and mechanical engineering as well as biomedical science, intended for readers with a variety of scientific
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backgrounds. In addition, it will be valuable for medical professionals and researchers. An online tutorial developed by
the authors provides learning reinforcement for students and professionals alike. Reviews of state-of-the-art molecular
sensors and nanotechnologies Explains principles of sensors and fundamental theories with homework problems at the
end of each chapter to facilitate learning Demystifies the vertical integration from nanomaterials to devices design Covers
practical applications the recent progress in state-of-the-art sensor technologies Includes case studies of important
commercial products Covers the critical issues of implantability, biocompatibility and the regulatory framework
Handbook of Statistical Analysis and Data Mining Applications, Second Edition, is a comprehensive professional
reference book that guides business analysts, scientists, engineers and researchers, both academic and industrial,
through all stages of data analysis, model building and implementation. The handbook helps users discern technical and
business problems, understand the strengths and weaknesses of modern data mining algorithms and employ the right
statistical methods for practical application. This book is an ideal reference for users who want to address massive and
complex datasets with novel statistical approaches and be able to objectively evaluate analyses and solutions. It has
clear, intuitive explanations of the principles and tools for solving problems using modern analytic techniques and
discusses their application to real problems in ways accessible and beneficial to practitioners across several areas—from
science and engineering, to medicine, academia and commerce. Includes input by practitioners for practitioners Includes
tutorials in numerous fields of study that provide step-by-step instruction on how to use supplied tools to build models
Contains practical advice from successful real-world implementations Brings together, in a single resource, all the
information a beginner needs to understand the tools and issues in data mining to build successful data mining solutions
Features clear, intuitive explanations of novel analytical tools and techniques, and their practical applications
This book presents all the publicly available questions from the PISA surveys. Some of these questions were used in the
PISA 2000, 2003 and 2006 surveys and others were used in developing and trying out the assessment.
This is the second edition of a textbook covering the Zimbabwe O-level Science examination. In line with the syllabus, the five
major sections have been retained, while activities have been integrated into the relevant topics. Examples in the book relate to
Zimbabwe.;At the end of the book there are questions taken from past GCE O level examination papers of the University of
Cambridge Local Examinations Syndicate (UCLES). These have been updated to reflect recent changes to the syllabus and styles
of question. There is a comprehensive glossary of terms which provide support for study and revision.
Risk analysis and prevention. Oil properties oil physiscal properties. Oil composition and properties. Oil analysis. oil behavior.
Modeling. oil spill on land. Effects of oil. Natural dispersion. Cold region spills. Case studies.
Written by the renowned author team of Bostock and Chandler, this best-selling textbook covers all major A Level Mathematics
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specifications. Suitable for all points of entry to Advanced Level with appropriate supporting material in the early sections of the
books. Each chapter contains a variety of exercises and questions for practice and preparation. Extended summary sections
reinforce and consolidate learning.
Each volume in the 7-volume series The World of Science Education reviews research in a key region of the world. These regions
include North America, South and Latin America, Asia, Australia and New Zealand, Europe and Israel, North Africa and the Middle
East, and Sub-Saharan Africa. The focus of this Handbook is on research in science education in mostly former British colonies in
Sub-Saharan Africa and the scholarship that most closely support this program. The reviews of the research situate what has been
accomplished within a given field in Sub-Saharan Africa rather than an international context. The purpose therefore is to articulate
and exhibit regional networks and trends that produced specific forms of science education. The thrust lies in identifying the roots
of research programs and sketching trajectories – focusing the changing façade of problems and solutions within regional
contexts. The approach allows readers to review what has been done and accomplished, what is missing and what might be done
next.
Understanding Credit Derivatives and Related Instruments, Second Edition is an intuitive, rigorous overview that links the practices
of valuing and trading credit derivatives with academic theory. Rather than presenting highly technical explorations, the book offers
summaries of major subjects and the principal perspectives associated with them. The book's centerpiece is pricing and valuation
issues, especially valuation tools and their uses in credit models. Five new chapters cover practices that have become
commonplace as a result of the 2008 financial crisis, including standardized premiums and upfront payments. Analyses of
regulatory responses to the crisis for the credit derivatives market (Basel III, Dodd-Frank, etc.) include all the necessary statistical
and mathematical background for readers to easily follow the pricing topics. Every reader familiar with mid-level mathematics who
wants to understand the functioning of the derivatives markets (in both practical and academic contexts) can fully satisfy his or her
interests with the comprehensive assessments in this book. Explores the role that credit derivatives played during the economic
crisis, both as hedging instruments and as vehicles that potentially magnified losses for some investors Comprehensive overview
of single-name and multi-name credit derivatives in terms of market specifications, pricing techniques, and regulatory treatment
Updated edition uses current market statistics (market size, market participants, and uses of credit derivatives), covers the
application of CDS technology to other asset classes (CMBX, ABX, etc.), and expands the treatment of individual instruments to
cover index products, and more
This book takes you through veterinary medical mathematics one step at a time. Starting with a review of basic algebra, each
concept is covered from the ground up. Each chapter explains a new concept and then provides practice problems to test your
understanding. The solution to each practice problem is written out step-by-step so that you can verify your solution. Topics
covered include: Algebra Review, Weight and Mass Conversion, Volume Conversion, Temperature Conversion, Heart and
Respiratory Rates, Drug Dosage, Solutions and Dilutions, Maintenance Fluid Rate, Dehydration Fluid Rate, Ongoing Losses Fluid
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Rate, Total Fluid Rate, Drip Rate, Constant Rate Infusion, mEq, Energy Requirement, Dry Matter, Manual White Blood Cell Count,
Manual Platelet Count, Packed Cell Volume and Blood Transfusion, and Urine Output.
David Crystal's classic English as a Global Language considers the history, present status and future of the English language,
focusing on its role as the leading international language. English has been deemed the most 'successful' language ever, with
1500 million speakers internationally, presenting a difficult task to those who wish to investigate it in its entirety. However, Crystal
explores the subject in a measured but engaging way, always backing up observations with facts and figures. Written in a detailed
and fascinating manner, this is a book written by an expert both for specialists in the subject and for general readers interested in
the English language.

From earlier ecological studies it has become apparent that simple univariate or bivariate statistics are often
inappropriate, and that multivariate statistical analyses must be applied. Despite several difficulties arising from the
application of multivariate methods, community ecology has acquired a mathematical framework, with three
consequences: it can develop as an exact science; it can be applied operationally as a computer-assisted science to the
solution of environmental problems; and it can exchange information with other disciplines using the language of
mathematics. This book comprises the invited lectures, as well as working group reports, on the NATO workshop held in
Roscoff (France) to improve the applicability of this new method numerical ecology to specific ecological problems.
These collections of the official past papers of the GCE O Level Examinations from the University of Cambridge
International Examinations has been developed for students of GCE O level. These books will act as tools for preparation
and revision for students. These books have an edited Answer Guide for each paper based on the marks scheme written
by CIE Principal
This book describes the design, development, delivery and impact of the mathematics assessment for the OECD
Programme for International Student Assessment (PISA). First, the origins of PISA’s concept of mathematical literacy
are discussed, highlighting the underlying themes of mathematics as preparation for life after school and mathematical
modelling of the real world, and clarifying PISA’s position within this part of the mathematics education territory. The
PISA mathematics framework is introduced as a significant milestone in the development and dissemination of these
ideas. The underlying mathematical competencies on which mathematical literacy so strongly depends are described,
along with a scheme to use them in item creation and analysis. The development and implementation of the PISA survey
and the consequences for the outcomes are thoroughly discussed. Different kinds of items for both paper-based and
computer-based PISA surveys are exemplified by many publicly released items along with details of scoring. The novel
survey of the opportunity students have had to learn the mathematics promoted through PISA is explained. The book
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concludes by surveying international impact. It presents viewpoints of mathematics educators on how PISA and its
constituent ideas and methods have influenced teaching and learning practices, curriculum arrangements, assessment
practices, and the educational debate more generally in fourteen countries.
In this stunning novel, C. W. Gortner brings to life Juana of Castile, the third child of Queen Isabel and King Ferdinand of
Spain, who would become the last queen of Spanish blood to inherit her country’s throne. Along the way, Gortner takes
the reader from the somber majesty of Spain to the glittering and lethal courts of Flanders, France, and Tudor England.
Born amid her parents’ ruthless struggle to unify and strengthen their kingdom, Juana, at the age of sixteen, is sent to
wed Philip, heir to the Habsburg Empire. Juana finds unexpected love and passion with her dashing young husband, and
at first she is content with her children and her married life. But when tragedy strikes and she becomes heir to the
Spanish throne, Juana finds herself plunged into a battle for power against her husband that grows to involve the major
monarchs of Europe. Besieged by foes on all sides, Juana vows to secure her crown and save Spain from ruin, even if it
costs her everything. BONUS: This edition contains an excerpt from C. W. Gortner's The Queen's Vow. Praise for The
Last Queen “This moving tale of Juana la Loca (the Mad) vividly re-creates the passion, politics, and betrayals that drove
a smart and spirited queen to the brink of insanity . . . or perhaps, as C. W. Gortner suggests, to the pretense of
insanity–a pretense that baffled Juana’ s enemies and led to triumph for her children and her country. The Last Queen is
an absorbing account of one of history’s most fascinating women, from her never-before-told point of view.”—Donna
Woolfolk Cross, author of Pope Joan “I ached for this intelligent, one-of-a-kind queen. Her struggle and passion kept me
up until the early hours of the morning. A page-turner, a nail-biter, an eye-opener: I loved being possessed by The Last
Queen!”—Ki Longfellow, author of The Secret Magdalene “A vibrant tapestry of love and hate . . . brings to life an
extraordinary queen at an unforgettable time in history.”—Sandra Worth, author of Lady of the Roses “An exquisite
evocation of a dangerous era and of a forgotten queen.”—Holly Payne, author of The Virgin’ s Knot “Gripping and
unforgettable . . . captures Juana of Castile’s electrifying drama.”—Judith Merkle Riley, author of The Water Devil
Geometry with Trigonometry Second Edition is a second course in plane Euclidean geometry, second in the sense that
many of its basic concepts will have been dealt with at school, less precisely. It gets underway with a large section of
pure geometry in Chapters 2 to 5 inclusive, in which many familiar results are efficiently proved, although the logical
frame work is not traditional. In Chapter 6 there is a convenient introduction of coordinate geometry in which the only use
of angles is to handle the perpendicularity or parallelism of lines. Cartesian equations and parametric equations of a line
are developed and there are several applications. In Chapter 7 basic properties of circles are developed, the mid-line of
an angle-support, and sensed distances. In the short Chaper 8 there is a treatment of translations, axial symmetries and
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more generally isometries. In Chapter 9 trigonometry is dealt with in an original way which e.g. allows concepts such as
clockwise and anticlockwise to be handled in a way which is not purely visual. By the stage of Chapter 9 we have a
context in which calculus can be developed. In Chapter 10 the use of complex numbers as coordinates is introduced and
the great conveniences this notation allows are systematically exploited. Many and varied topics are dealt with , including
sensed angles, sensed area of a triangle, angles between lines as opposed to angles between co-initial half-lines (duoangles). In Chapter 11 various convenient methods of proving geometrical results are established, position vectors, areal
coordinates, an original concept mobile coordinates. In Chapter 12 trigonometric functions in the context of calculus are
treated. New to this edition: The second edition has been comprehensively revised over three years Errors have been
corrected and some proofs marginally improved The substantial difference is that Chapter 11 has been significantly
extended, particularly the role of mobile coordinates, and a more thorough account of the material is given Provides a
modern and coherent exposition of geometry with trigonometry for many audiences across mathematics Provides many
geometric diagrams for a clear understanding of the text and includes problem exercises for many chapters
Generalizations of this material, such as to solid euclidean geometry and conic sections, when combined with calculus,
would lead to applications in science, engineering, and elsewhere
Study & Master Mathematical Literacy Grade 11 has been especially developed by an experienced author team
according to the Curriculum and Assessment Policy Statement (CAPS). This new and easy-to-use course helps learners
to master essential content and skills in Mathematical Literacy. The comprehensive Learner's Book includes: * thorough
coverage of the basic skills topics to lay a sound foundation for the development of knowledge, skills and concepts in
Mathematical Literacy * margin notes to assist learners with new concepts - especially Link boxes, that refer learners to
the basic skills topics covered in Term 1, Unit 1-16 * ample examples with a strong visual input to connect Mathematical
Literacy to everyday life.
Studies in Logic and the Foundations of Mathematics, Volume 123: Constructivism in Mathematics: An Introduction, Vol.
II focuses on various studies in mathematics and logic, including metric spaces, polynomial rings, and Heyting algebras.
The publication first takes a look at the topology of metric spaces, algebra, and finite-type arithmetic and theories of
operators. Discussions focus on intuitionistic finite-type arithmetic, theories of operators and classes, rings and modules,
linear algebra, polynomial rings, fields and local rings, complete separable metric spaces, and located sets. The text then
examines proof theory of intuitionistic logic, theory of types and constructive set theory, and choice sequences. The book
elaborates on semantical completeness, sheaves, sites, and higher-order logic, and applications of sheaf models. Topics
include a derived rule of local continuity, axiom of countable choice, forcing over sites, sheaf models for higher-order
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logic, and complete Heyting algebras. The publication is a valuable reference for mathematicians and researchers
interested in mathematics and logic.
This monograph is based on research undertaken by the authors during the last ten years. The main part of the work deals with
homogenization problems in elasticity as well as some mathematical problems related to composite and perforated elastic materials. This
study of processes in strongly non-homogeneous media brings forth a large number of purely mathematical problems which are very
important for applications. Although the methods suggested deal with stationary problems, some of them can be extended to non-stationary
equations. With the exception of some well-known facts from functional analysis and the theory of partial differential equations, all results in
this book are given detailed mathematical proof. It is expected that the results and methods presented in this book will promote further
investigation of mathematical models for processes in composite and perforated media, heat-transfer, energy transfer by radiation, processes
of diffusion and filtration in porous media, and that they will stimulate research in other problems of mathematical physics and the theory of
partial differential equations.
Whether you’re heading to a friendly brunch, family barbecue, church picnic or holiday office party, the perfect crowd-pleasing contribution is
at your fingertips! No more worrying about what you can bring to the block party, bake sale or baby shower. Taste of Home Make It, Take It
Cookbook is packed with more than 375 simply impressive bring-a-dish classics. Each recipe is guaranteed to travel well, come together
easily and satisfy everyone at the party. In fact, these dishes are so incredible, you’ll want to serve them at home for your own gang to enjoy!
New in this edition is a 20 page section on the use of ICT resources in teaching and learning about statistics. The book also includes over
300 worked examples and advice on how to break down calculations into easy stages.
Occupancy Estimation and Modeling: Inferring Patterns and Dynamics of Species Occurrence, Second Edition, provides a synthesis of modelbased approaches for analyzing presence-absence data, allowing for imperfect detection. Beginning from the relatively simple case of
estimating the proportion of area or sampling units occupied at the time of surveying, the authors describe a wide variety of extensions that
have been developed since the early 2000s. This provides an improved insight about species and community ecology, including, detection
heterogeneity; correlated detections; spatial autocorrelation; multiple states or classes of occupancy; changes in occupancy over time;
species co-occurrence; community-level modeling, and more. Occupancy Estimation and Modeling: Inferring Patterns and Dynamics of
Species Occurrence, Second Edition has been greatly expanded and detail is provided regarding the estimation methods and examples of
their application are given. Important study design recommendations are also covered to give a well rounded view of modeling. Provides
authoritative insights into the latest in occupancy modeling Examines the latest methods in analyzing detection/no detection data surveys
Addresses critical issues of imperfect detectability and its effects on species occurrence estimation Discusses important study design
considerations such as defining sample units, sample size determination and optimal effort allocation
This volume constitutes an updated version of the bibliography published in 2004 by the African Mathematical Union. The African Studies
Association attributed the original edition a 'ÂÂspecial mention'ÂÂ in the 2006 Conover-Porter Award competition. The book contains over
1600 bibliographic entries. The appendices contain additional bibliographic information on (1) mathematicians of the Diaspora, (2)
publications by Africans on the history of mathematics outside Africa, (3) time-reckoning and astronomy in African history and cultures, (4)
string figures in Africa, (5) examples of books published by African mathematicians, (6) board games in Africa, (7) research inspired by
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geometric aspects of the 'ÂÂsona'ÂÂ tradition. The book concludes with several indices (subject, country, region, author, ethnographic and
linguistic, journal, mathematicians). Professor Jan Persens of the University of the Western Cape (South Africa) and president of the African
Mathematical Union (2000-2004) wrote the preface.
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